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General Information 

Beginning with the 2022–2023 school year, reading language arts assessments include an 
extended constructed response, or essay, at every grade level. They also include short 
constructed-response questions. Students are asked to write the essay in response to a 
reading selection and will write in one of two modes: informational or argumentative. 

This State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR®) constructed-response 
scoring guide provides student exemplars at all score points for extended constructed-
response and short constructed-response prompts from the STAAR reading language arts 
grade 5 operational test. The prompts are presented as they appeared on the test, and 
responses were scored based on the rubrics included in this guide, which were developed 
with the input of Texas educators. Essays were scored using a five-point rubric. Short 
constructed responses in the reading domain were scored using a two-point, prompt-specific 
rubric. Short constructed responses in the writing domain were scored using a one-point 
rubric. 

The five-point rubric for extended constructed responses includes two main components: 
organization and development of ideas and conventions. A response earns a specific score 
point based on the ideas and conventions of that particular response as measured against 
the rubric. The annotation that accompanies each response is specific to that response and 
was written to illustrate how the language of the rubric is applied to elements of the 
response to determine the score the response received. Extended constructed responses are 
scored by two different scorers, and the scores are summed to create a student’s final 
score, so students may receive up to 10 points for their essay. 

The responses in this guide are actual student responses submitted online during the testing 
window. To protect the privacy of individual students, all names and other references of a 
personal nature have been altered or removed. Otherwise, the responses appear as the 
students wrote them and have not been modified. 
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. 

The Camping “Trip” 

1  “This is going to be the best camping trip yet!” Kim announced to her younger 
brother, Jaylen. “We finally get our own tent—just you and me!” 

2  Jaylen patted the canvas bag he was carrying. “I am ready for anything. I have a 
book of scary stories, a deck of cards, some coloring books, and puzzles. We’re going to 
have fun!” A grin spread across Jaylen’s face as he lifted the bag into the car. 

3  Every summer, the Thompson family packed their car and set out on a four-day 
camping trip to the state park. The park had hiking trails, a lake, a bird sanctuary, and 
even a small museum. Families flocked to the park every summer, so the Thompsons 
reserved their campsite six months in advance. 

4  Kim thought about what their own tent meant for this trip. She could prove how 
skilled she had become. She planned to set it up by herself after reviewing the 
assembly instructions for hours. 

5  Finally, the car was stuffed with all of their camping gear. Dad and Jaylen managed 
to find a spot for the last item—the first-aid kit—and closed the door. 

6  “All packed and ready to go!” Jaylen shouted. 

7  “Remember we need to be on the road by 6 A.M. tomorrow. It’s a long drive,” 
Dad said. 

8  Mom walked out of the house holding her cell phone. The screen door slammed 
behind her. “I just got a call from the park office. They are closing the campground this 
weekend due to bad weather. We knew the forecast called for rain, but I guess the park 
rangers are taking extra precautions. Better safe than sorry.” 

9  “Oh no!” Kim, Jaylen, and Dad said at the same time. 

10  “I know we were all looking forward to this,” Mom continued. “The park ranger 
offered to reschedule us for another weekend, but I don’t see how we can make it 
happen. There are work schedules, Kim’s soccer games, Jaylen’s swimming lessons, 
the family reunion picnic next month—we’re busy every weekend for the rest of 
the summer.” 

11  “I can’t believe this,” cried Jaylen. 

12  Dad gently squeezed Jaylen’s shoulder. “We’ll unpack the car in the morning. For 
now, how about we make some popcorn and watch a movie?” 

13  “Fine,” Jaylen said with a slight crack in his voice. He left Dad at the car and 
walked inside with Mom. Kim thought carefully. All of their plans—staying up late 
playing games and reading stories by flashlight in their awesome new tent—were gone. 
Or were they? 

14  “Dad, can you get the new tent and some flashlights from the car?” Kim said hopefully. 
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15  Dad smiled, opened the car door, and searched, finding the two flashlights 
sandwiched between the portable stove and bottled water. 

16  “Need help?” he asked, handing the items to Kim. 

17  “I know what to do,” Kim said. 

18  Kim walked around the house to the backyard and removed the tent from its 
packaging. On the grass, she organized the tent poles by size and unfolded the tent and 
rain tarp. She counted the spikes, examined the rubber mallet, and untied the rope. 
Then she got to work. 

19  A half-hour later, Kim entered the house. She followed the smell of buttery popcorn 
to the living room where Mom, Dad, and Jaylen were sitting on the couch. Jaylen, 
remote in hand, was mindlessly clicking buttons trying to settle on something to watch. 

20  Kim cleared her throat. “Jaylen, the camping trip might be canceled,” she proclaimed, 
“but that doesn’t mean we can’t camp out in our new tent. To the backyard!” 

21  Jaylen’s eyes widened. He scrambled off the couch.   

22  “Dad, would you get Jaylen’s bag from the car, please?” Kim asked. 

23  “Sure. And while I’m there, I’ll get the other tent. It looks as if the Thompsons are 
going camping after all!” 
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Grade 5 Extended Constructed Response 

Prompt 

Read the story “The Camping ‘Trip.’” Based on the information in the story, write a response 
to the following: 

Explain how Kim shows determination throughout the story. 

Write a well-organized informational composition that uses specific evidence from the story 
to support your answer. 

Remember to —  

• clearly state your central idea 
• organize your writing  
• develop your ideas in detail  
• use evidence from the selection in your response  
• use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and grammar  

Manage your time carefully so that you can —  

• review the selection 
• plan your response  
• write your response  
• revise and edit your response  

Write your response in the box provided. 
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Grade 5 Reading Passage with Extended Constructed 
Response 

Informational Writing Rubric 

Score Point Organization and Development of Ideas 
3  • Central idea is clear and fully developed 

The central idea is clearly identifiable. The focus is consistent 
throughout, creating a response that is unified and easy to follow.  

• Organization is effective  
A purposeful structure that includes an effective introduction and 
conclusion is evident. The organizational structure is appropriate and 
effectively supports the development of the central idea. The 
sentences, paragraphs, or ideas are logically connected in purposeful 
and highly effective ways.  

• Evidence is specific, well chosen, and relevant  
The response includes relevant text-based evidence that is clearly 
explained and consistently supports and develops the central idea. For 
pairs in grades 3-5, evidence is drawn from at least one text. The 
response reflects a thorough understanding of the writing purpose.  

• Expression of ideas is clear and effective  
The writer’s word choice is specific, purposeful, and enhances the 
response. Almost all sentences and phrases are effectively crafted to 
convey the writer’s ideas and contribute to the overall quality of the 
response and the clarity of the message.  

2 • Central idea is present and partially developed  
A central idea is presented, but it may not be clearly identifiable 
because it is not fully developed. The focus may not always be 
consistent and may not always be easy to follow.  
Organization is limited  
A purposeful structure that includes an introduction and conclusion is 
present. An organizational structure may not be consistent and may 
not always support the logical development of the central idea. 
Sentence-to-sentence connections and clarity may be lacking.  

• Evidence is limited and may include some irrelevant 
information  
The response may include text-based evidence to support the central 
idea, but it may be insufficiently explained, and/or some evidence may 
be irrelevant to the central idea. For pairs, evidence is drawn from at 
least one of the texts. The response reflects partial understanding of 
the writing purpose.  

• Expression of ideas is basic  
The writer’s word choice may be general and imprecise and at times 
may not convey the writer’s ideas clearly. Sentences and phrases are 
at times ineffective and may interfere with the writer’s intended 
meaning and weaken the message.  
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1 • Central idea is evident but not developed 
A central idea is present but not developed appropriately in response 
to the writing task.  

• Organization is minimal and/or weak  
An introduction or conclusion may be present. An organizational 
structure that supports logical development is not always evident or is 
not appropriate to the task.  

• Evidence is insufficient and/or mostly irrelevant  
Little text-based evidence is presented to support the central idea, or 
the evidence presented is mostly extraneous and/or repetitious. 
Explanation of any evidence presented is insufficient and may be only 
vaguely related to the writing task. The response reflects a limited 
understanding of the writing purpose.  

• Expression of ideas is ineffective  
The writer’s word choice is vague or limited and may impede the 
quality and clarity of the essay. Sentences and phrases are often 
ineffective, interfere with the writer’s intended meaning, and impact 
the strength and clarity of the message.  

0 • A central idea may be evident.  
• The response lacks an introduction and conclusion. An organizational 

structure is not evident.  
• Evidence is not provided or is irrelevant.  

The response reflects a lack of understanding of the writing purpose.  
• The expression of ideas is unclear and/or incoherent.  

Please note that if a response receives a score point 0 in the 
Development and Organization of Ideas trait, the response will 
also earn 0 points in the Conventions trait.  

  
Score Point Conventions 

2 Student writing demonstrates consistent command of grade-level-
appropriate conventions, including correct:  

• sentence construction  
• punctuation  
• capitalization  
• grammar  
• spelling  

The response has few errors, but those errors do not impact the clarity of 
the writing.  
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1 Student writing demonstrates inconsistent command of grade-level-
appropriate conventions, including limited use of correct:  

• sentence construction  
• punctuation  
• capitalization  
• grammar  
• spelling  

The response has several errors, but the reader can understand the 
writer’s thoughts. 

0 Student writing demonstrates little to no command of grade-level-
appropriate conventions, including infrequent use of or no evidence of 
correct:  

• sentence construction  
• punctuation  
• capitalization  
• grammar  
• spelling  

The response has many errors, and these errors impact the clarity of the 
writing and the reader’s understanding of the writing.  
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Sample Student Responses 

Score Point 0 

Response 1 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 0 

The writer of this response does not present a central idea. Although the writer does state 
that “Kim said . . . maybe we can camp out here so we can still camp,” the response lacks 
information indicating Kim demonstrated determination to set up the camp. An 
organizational structure is not present. The little evidence provided is a brief summary of 
the passage, composed of irrelevant details that do not clearly relate to the writing task 
(“she gets all of her stofe that she needs in the car”; “they have to close the park”; “Kim 
said . . . maybe we can camp out here so we can still camp”). The response reflects a lack 
of understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 0 

Please note that if a response receives a score point 0 in the Organization and Development 
trait, the response will also earn 0 points in the Conventions trait.  

Response 2 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 0 

In this response the writer does not present a central idea. The writer of this response 
presents an inaccurate summary of the passage (“so the dad told her dather that in steed of 
goin camp they go home and watch a move and eat popcorn . . .”). This response lacks an 
organizational structure, as the response consists of one long run-on sentence. The writer 
presents the evidence about the canceled camping trip but does not further explain how this 
event contributes to Kim’s determination to still have a family camping trip. The expression 
of ideas presented is unclear and incoherent and does not accurately reflect the events 
presented in the selection. (“his dauther was sad because she wanted to go camping.”) 
Overall, this response reflects a lack of understanding of the writing purpose. 

Kim is exited to g:o camp ·ng she gets all of her stofe that she needs i.n the 

ca then be mom s. y they or a c that hey ha ·e ro close he pa do to 

bad \,', h . Kim said ok an · said maybe ~· ca 1 mp ou 

ca st ill camp. 

They \Vhere happy because they ,vhere goin to camp,but when they got 

where they \'i.here goin to camp they aw that it \,a canceled because of 

the wheater, so the dad told her <lather that in steed of goin camp they go 

home and watch a mo,·e and eat popcorn becau e the camp was canceled 

and his dautb.er \1rns ad because she wanted to go camping. 
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Conventions: 0  

Please note that if a response receives a score point 0 in the Organization and Development 
trait, the response will also earn 0 points in the Conventions trait. 

Score Point 1 

Response 1 

 
Organization and Development of Ideas: 1 

Although the writer of this response presents the central idea that “kim looked at the 
instruksons just so she can isimbl the tent . . . sets it up in the backyard so the family can 
still go camping,” it is not developed appropriately in response to the writing task. 
Organizational structure is weak. (“kim looked at the instruksons just so she can isimbl the 
tent . . . trip gets cancld she asks for the tent and sets it up in the backyard . . .”) The 
explanation of the evidence is insufficient because it does not logically connect and there is 
no mention of determination specifically. The expression of ideas is ineffective, and word 
choice is limited (“sets it up . . . she does all this . . .”), which impedes the clarity of the 
response. The response reflects a limited understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 0 

The writer demonstrates little to no command of grade-level-appropriate conventions with 
several errors in sentence construction with a run-on sentence, no capitalization (“kim,” 
“she”), and spelling errors (“instruksons,” “isimbl,” “cancld”). The response has many errors 
which impact the clarity of the writing and the reader’s understanding of the writing. 

Response 2 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 1 

In this response, the writer offers the central idea that “wean your determin and wount give 
up you susgseid” but does not develop it appropriately in response to the writing task. 
Organizational structure is limited (“i know this because . . . it says ‘the camping trip be 
canceled . . . but it doesn’t mean we cant camp out in our new tent. to the backyard!’”), and 
the evidence is insufficient without further explanation. The expression of ideas is ineffective, 
and the word choice is limited (“that paragrah shows us that she was determin . . .”), which 
impedes the clarity of the response. Overall, the response reflects a limited understanding of 
the writing purpose. 

kim looked at h instruksons jus so she can isimbl the tent nd when the 

t i p '1ets cancld she asks for the tent and sets i up in tbe backyard so the 

fami can stil ... o camp·ng. s d es all rhis so r fumJ and her can 
stiH go cam, ing. 

in the .ex , " he camping rip, ·•· the central idea is wean your determin and 

wount gi\·e up ; ou susgseid i know this because in paragral1 0, it sa:;s 

" he camping trip be canceled," she proclamed, "but it doesn' mean ,ve 

can camp o t in our nenr ent. to the backyard!" ha paragrah shows us 

that sl1e was de :e min o go camping. 
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Conventions: 0  

The writer demonstrates little to no command of grade-level-appropriate conventions, 
evidenced by several errors in sentence construction with one long run-on sentence, no 
capitalization (“in the,” “i,” “that paragrah”), incorrect grammar (“wean your determin,” 
“‘the camping trip be canceled’”), punctuation (“cant”), and spelling (“wean,” “determin,” 
“wount,” “susgseid,” “paragrah,” “proclamed,”). The response has many errors, and these 
errors impact the clarity of the writing and the reader’s understanding of the writing. 

Score Point 2 

Response 1 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 1 

The writer of this response presents the central idea that “From the beginning kim was 
excited to go on the camping trip and she was determind to go.” An organizational 
structure that supports logical development is weak because there is no explanation 
provided for the information presented. Little text-based evidence is presented to support 
the central idea. The expression of ideas (“When it was canceled she was determind to set 
up their tent in the backyard . . .”) is ineffective without further explanation. The response 
reflects a limited understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 1 

The writer demonstrates an inconsistent command of grade-level-appropriate conventions in 
this two-sentence response. There are spelling errors (“determind,” “canp”) and a 
capitalization error (“kim”). This response has several errors, but the reader can understand 
the writer’s thoughts. 

  

From the beginning kim \Vas excited to go on the camping trip and she 
as ,d termi.nd to go. ,, b it · s can l d sh ·as det r mind to set 1 p 

he"r te tin he back ard a d s il be abie o anp ith her fan· y. 
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Response 2 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 2 

The writer of this response presents a central idea that is partially developed “kim show 
determinationb . . . Even thowe her Mom , Dad and Jaylen just wer going to give up . . . 
She did’nt give up . . .”). An organizational structure with an introduction (“Some way kim 
show determinationb in the text is”) is evident. Without further explanation, the limited 
text-based evidence insufficiently explains Kim’s determination (“she got ther new tent from 
the car and some flashlight and made the tent . . .”; “‘She could prove how skilled she had 
become.She planned to set it up by herself’”). The expression of ideas is basic and 
imprecise at times based on the writer’s general word choice (“made the tent . . . all by 
her seff”; “She planned to set it up by herself”). The response reflects partial understanding 
of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 0 

The writer demonstrates little to no command of grade-level-appropriate conventions with 
several errors in sentence construction, including incomplete and run-on sentences (“Some 
way kim show determinationb in the text is”; “She did’nt give up she got ther new tent . . .”), 
incorrect grammar (“Some way kim show”), and spelling (“thowe,” “wer,” “did’nt,” “ther,” 
“back yard,” “her seff,” “woteh,” “pargraf,” “wus,” “toled,” “evey wun,” “out side”). The 
response has many errors which impact the clarity of the writing and the reader’s 
understanding. 

  

Some wa:; kim show determina ionb in he text is.Even thowe her Mom , 

Dad and Jayten jus wer going to gfre ll'P and just watch a mm:ie.She 

did'n giYe up she got ther ne,v tent from the car and some flash.light and 

made e ten in the back yard all b" · her seff just like she said ,voteb to 

do in pargraf , we1 it said "She could pro,;,-e how skilted she had 

become.She planned t.o set it up b0 • herself'and WlllS she set up the tent 

s 1e toled e,·ey ,vun to come out side in to t 1e back _;·ard_ 
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Score Point 3 

Response 1 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 1 

The writer of this response offers the central idea that “Kim showed the determination when 
she went outside in the backyard and set up all the camping materials so that her and her 
family can ‘still go on the camping trip,’” but it is not fully developed. The organizational 
structure that supports logical development is weak (“then bad news gets around  when his 
mom got a call . . .”). Explanation of evidence is insufficient. (“she went outside in the backyard 
and set up all the camping materials so that her and her family can ‘still go on the camping 
trip.’”). The writer’s word choice is vague and limited (“then bad news gets around . . .”; “set up 
all the camping materials . . .”), which impedes the quality of the essay. The response reflects a 
limited understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 2 

The writer demonstrates consistent command of grade-level-appropriate conventions. 
Sentence construction includes only one error in sentence boundaries (“Kim was determined 
to go camping, then bad news gets around . . .”), creating a run-on sentence. A minor error 
in grammar (“her and her family”) is present. Punctuation includes the correct use of 
quotations (“saying: ‘the park will be closed due to the bad weather’”; “can ‘still go on the 
camping trip.’”). The response has few errors, and those errors do not impact the clarity of 
the writing. 

  

Kim was determined to go camping, then bad news gets around when his 

mom got a call from the park ranger saying: "the park will be closed due 

to the bad weather. fl Kim showed the determination when she went 

outside in the backyard and set up all the camping materials so that her 

and her family can "still go on the camping trip.fl 
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Response 2 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 2 

The writer of this response presents a central idea that is partially developed: “Kim was 
very determind to go the campground this year he was so exitced to spend time with his 
family and her little brother Jaylen.” An introductory sentence (“Kim was very determind to 
go the campground . . . spend time with his family and her little brother Jaylen”) and 
conclusion (“the family camping vacation wasnt over!”) are evident. Organizational structure 
provides some information about Kim’s determination and excitement, as well as her being 
sad but not giving up (“Kim was very determind”; “they were both so sad but Kim wasnt 
giving up yet he had a IDEA”; “he set the tent up and ran in the house . . .”). Text-based 
evidence is insufficient and limited to explaining Kim’s determination (“Kim was very 
determind to go the campground this year he was so exitced to spend time with his family 
and her little brother . . .”; “IT WAS A DISASTER . . .”; “[Kim] ran in the house ‘MOM DAD 
JAYLEN COME OUTSIDE!’”). Expression of ideas is basic, and the word choice is somewhat 
general and imprecise (“they were both so sad”; “weather ruined it”; “go get some things”; 
“he set the tent up”). The response reflects partial understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 1 

In this response, the writer demonstrates an inconsistent command of conventions. 
Sentence construction includes run-on sentences created by a lack of sentence boundaries 
(“Kim was very determind . . . he was so exitced”; “He went to go ask his dad to help 
him .  . . he got the tent”) and missing or misplaced commas (“, Jaylen was also really 
exitced to go to the campground but sadly the weather ruined it”). Other missing commas 
occur in sentences with words in a series (“he got the tent some games and a flashight”; 
“‘MOM DAD JAYLEN COME OUTSIDE!’”). Errors in capitalization (“they [They] were both so 
sad”; “the [The] family camping”) and spelling (“determind,” “exitced”) are also present. 
The response has several errors, but the reader can understand the writer’s thoughts.  

  

Kim \\as ·very determind to go the campground this year h e i.vas so 

exitced no spend ime w.ith his fam~ly andl her little brother Ja ·len , Jaylen 

v1.;as also :really exitcedl to go to the campgroW1d b11lt sadly the ·wea her 

ruined it. IT \Vi\S A DISASTER FOR JA'\'.LEK AN-0 KIM1 they were 

both so sad but Kim \:o.:asnt gi'l.·ing up . 'et he had a IDEA. e went no R"O -· 
ask h~s dadl to help hi:m go get some hings out the c.:u- he got the tent 

·ome games and a flashight he set the tent up and Ian in tJ1e house 

"AO 1 D.A.D JAYLE_ co:rvI E OUTSIDE!" 

the family camping ...-aca:tion \"l.•asnt m:er! 
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Response 3 

 
  

The d,et,ermiua, ion that Kim shows at he bigin.iug th•e m"tle and the 

,end ha,-e changed bro her :filings, th,e determination at first was o 

han a good Hme at the park bu I hen it wa gon, 1hat diriut stop 

Kim from haYing a good tim.e camping at yh,e ba,ck yard. 

In "The Camp.ng "Trip" the changes of Kim det.ennina ion fi:-om bige:ning 

to mittle re1.-,eals how she ,:i.,as determinate to haYe fun in hr park whi her 

familie, bu ·was gon because of th.e bad ·wea her this mean tha their rep 

was no longer being do this make Kim be1y sad_ This is e1.-ident throg "I 

jus · go a call from the park office_ They are closing he campgroung tlns 

weekend due to bad weatl1.er_" and "Oh no!" Kim, Jayle, and Dad said at 

he same time_" This demonstrate how the determination of :im changed 

from bigining from ,end_ 

In "The Campi g "Trip" the Cha ges of detienn.ination of Kate in the end 

reYeals how she was d,eterminaul::e to camp in her back yard she and her 

familie were nor going to loss the caping expirien she and hei dad 

s are edge ing e,-eri hing redy for heyr camping naith_ This is eYiden 

bro "Jaylen, the camping trip might be canceled," she proclaimed, "b t 

hat dos,en't mean we can't camp out in our new tent_ To he bacl-yard! " 

and "Kim walked around the house to the backyard and remo,-e<l the ent 

from its pack:u _" This demons ates how Kim is creating the_.;r mvn 

camping plaoe whit a determination of ga,-ing a grei ome ,vhit her 

familie_ 

How Kim''s det,ermiuations ,change help oue understand the 

Cboronological order of h,er tnings and how they changed whit the 

•e\-euds hapeui, g. 
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Organization and Development of Ideas: 3 

The writer presents the central idea that “The determination that Kim shows at the 
bigining the mitle and the end have changed thro her filings.” An introduction and 
conclusion are present. Sentence-to-sentence connections help develop an organized 
structure that effectively supports the two elements of the central idea. First, the writer 
addresses the change of Kim’s determination from the beginning of the selection (“the 
changes of Kim determination from bigening to mittle reveals how she was determinate to 
have fun in thr park . . . but [her determination] was gon because of the bad weather”; 
“this mean that their trep was no longer being don this make Kim bery sad”; “This is 
evident throg . . . ‘Oh no!’ Kim, Jayle, and Dad said at the same time”; “This demonstrate 
how the determination of Kim changed . . .”). Second, the writer addresses how Kim’s 
feeling of sadness was changed at the end through her determination to continue the 
camping trip in the family’s backyard (“she and her familie were nor going to loss the caping 
expiriens she and her dad stareted geting everithing redy . . .”; “This is evident thro  
‘Jaylen . . . that dosen’t mean we can’t camp out in our new tent . . .’”; “‘Kim walked around 
the house . . . and removed the tent from its packin’”; “This demonstrates how Kim is 
creating theyr own camping place . . . gaving a greit tome whit her familie”). Expression of 
ideas effectively convey the writer’s ideas and contribute to the overall quality of the writing 
(“the changes of Kim determination from bigening to mittle reveals how she was . . .”; “she 
and her familie were nor going to loss the caping expiriens . . .”; “Kim is creating theyr own 
camping place . . .”). The response reflects a thorough understanding of the writing 
purpose. 

Conventions: 0  

The writer demonstrates little to no command of grade-level-appropriate conventions with 
several errors in sentence construction with multiple run-on sentences, incorrect grammar 
(“this mean that,” “This demonstrate how,” “How Kim’s determinations change help 
one understand”), and spelling errors (“bigining,” “mitle,” “thro,” “filings,” “gon,” 
“dirint,” “back yard,” “bigening,” “mittle,” “determinate,” “thr,” “whit,” “familie,” “trep,” 
“don,” “bery,” “throg,” “campgroung,” “loss [lose],” “caping,” “expiriens,” “stareted,” 
“geting,” “everithing,” “redy,” “theyr,” “naith,” “gaving,” “ greit,” “tome”). The response has 
many errors, and these errors impact the clarity of the writing and the reader’s 
understanding of the writing. 
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Score Point 4 

Response 1 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 2 

The writer of this response presents a central idea that is partially developed: “This means 
that she is determind to show how skilled she has become and set up the tent by herself.” 
Organizational structure is limited to citations of evidence that do not always support the 
logical development of the central idea. Sentence-to-sentence connections sometimes lack 
clarity (“Kim shows determination by first, the story says this about her ‘She could prove how 
skilled she had become. She planed to set it up by herself . . .’”). The explanation of textual 
evidence to support the central idea is limited (“This means that she is determind . . .”; “This 
shows that Kim is still determind to go camping and have a good time”). Expression of ideas 
is basic and sentences and phrases are at times ineffective (“Kim shows determination by 
first, the story says this about her”) and interfere with the writer’s intended meaning and 
weaken the development of the central idea. The response reflects partial understanding of 
the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 2 

In this response, the writer demonstrates consistent command of grade-level-appropriate 
conventions. Most sentence construction is correct. Capitalization and grammar are used 
correctly; however, two spelling errors are present (“planed,” “determind”). The response 
has few errors, and those errors do not impact the clarity of the writing. 

Kim shm.vs detennination bj first, the "tory sa~·s thi about her 11 She 

could prm:e hm.v .ski.Ued he had become. She planed to set it up by 

herself. .. 11 in paragraph 4. his means that she i.s detennind to · hm:v how 

ski11ed she has become and set up the tent bj herself. Then, in paragraph 

18 it sa •s 11 011 the grass, he organized the tent pole" by size and unfolded 

the tent.. 11 • This ho\vs that Kim is sti11 determind to go camping and 

have a good time. 
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Response 2 

 

  

I think Kirn sho,vs how detem1ened she is man rim s in ihe story. Some 

, Ta •s Kim shows her detenniafon is ·when even though the anual 
Thompson campina: trip was cancet d due to bad ,veath rs 1e d"d o ·ve 
up i d d she did quite th oppos·r.e for her bro 1e Ja en, 1.ho .real vvas 

looking up to tlle tr·p she got their thiags (The fl shlights and t m and 

took the n to the ack aid , ·here she s,e then.1 up then hr d d thought 

the should all camp togheiher and the family go a great experience. 
most lilr.ely) Though we are not sure if the famU, had a e:ood eper"ence 

, amp· ] the back.ya .d ,, e can expect they did or ad ast tried to. d if 

an.rth.· 1ve kno ~' that Km atJ ast tri d ro sf ,e ber family., ood ine 

ogh ther eve if i did' nt go as planned. Ofcou se Kil sho - ed g ,e t 

comnti ement an empath to,n,·ards her nUy b doing this or them 
but we know at Kim did this for her bro her and she knew ow 

impo1 ant this r·p vas to him as shm •ed Uuoughom he story and 

especia · para raph hvo, ·here he says a e patting the canvas ba~ he 

packed and quo e "I a .read t 1in I hav a boo· o sea sto ies 

a dee · of cards ,some coloring oo , and puzzles. \Ye are going to ba ·,e 

fun!". This sen ence shows just how nuch Jay len is exited and bas been 

preparing for their ainual thompson family srate park trip. and since he 
,. Tas sa ina al of h to Kirn maybe that's also one ofthe easons she ,vas 
so sympathetic 01wa ds him at ihe end .. Because she knew hm:Y ea~er he 

·~ s for the trip net ha r s prn • ably ore o reaso sh ,; ·as so 
dete ·mined to help her family when the tr· was canc,eled o do the bad 

, • athe . Al.I said and do e the po· t ·s it ·ery dete ·m.ined to help h J 

fam.il ' and bring them joy. 
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Organization and Development of Ideas: 3 

The writer presents the central idea that “Kim shows how determened she is many times in 
the story.” An introduction and a conclusion are present. The writer uses various transitional 
words (“Ofcourse,” “but,” “Because,” “All said and done”) to develop an organized structure 
that effectively supports the central idea. Evidence to support the central idea is clear (“Kim 
shows her determiation is when even though the anual Thompson camping trip was 
canceled . . . she did not give up indeed she did quite the opposite . . . she got their things 
[The flashlights and tent] and took them to the back yard where she set them up . . .”; “she 
knew how eager he was for the trip and that was probbably one of the reasons she was so 
determined to help her family when the trip was canceled . . .”). Expression of ideas is clear 
and effectively crafted to convey the writer’s ideas and contribute to the overall quality of 
the writing (“Kim showed great commitement and empathy towards her family . . .”; “she 
was so sympathetic towards him”; “All said and done . . .”). The response reflects a 
thorough understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 1 

The writing shows an inconsistent command of grade-level conventions. There are errors in 
sentence construction with run-on sentences (“Some ways Kim shows . . . she did not give 
up indeed she did quite the opposite . . . she got their things . . . the family got a great 
experience”; “Ofcourse Kim showed . . . Kim did this for her brother . . . after patting the 
canvas bag he packed . . . coloring books, and puzzles”), an incorrect apostrophe (“did’nt”) 
and spelling errors (“determiation,” “anual,” “realy,” “hr,” “toghether,” “commitement,” 
“especialy,” “exited,” “eperience,” “torwards”). The response has several errors, but the 
reader can understand the writer’s thoughts. 
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Score Point 5 

Response 1 

 

Organization and Development of Ideas: 3 

The writer presents a clear and developed central idea that “In many ways, Kim shows 
determination throughout the story.” The writer uses various transitional words (“The 
second time,” “From there,” “The very last time”) to develop an organizational structure 
that effectively supports the development of the central idea. Evidence to support the 
central idea is clear (“In order to do this, she memorized how to in the instruction manual”; 
“she is getting the idea about camping in their backyard”; “She puts it up all by herself and 
surprises her parents and Jaylen”). Expression of ideas is clear and effectively crafted to 
convey the writer’s ideas and contribute to the overall quality of the response (“From there 
we get her next spark of determination”; “Kim is determined to make something that was a 
day gone wrong a day of fun and she succeeded!”). The response reflects a thorough 
understanding of the writing purpose. 

A Summary Of Kim's Determination 

In many ways, Kim shows determination throughout the story. 

The first time she shows detennination she is thinking in, paragraph 

4, about how she wants to set up the new tent herself. In order to do 

this, she memorized how to in the instruction manual. 

The second time she shows detennination she is getting the idea 

about camping in their backyard. Kim thinks about everything she 

wouldn't get to do and gets an idea. She asks her dad, who was still 

outside, if he can get the new tent and some flashlights out of the back of 

the car. From there we get her next spark of determination. 

The very last time she shows determination is after her mom says 

that the park ranger canceled the camping trip. Kim gets the idea that 

camping in the backyard would still be fi.m. she sets up the tent so that 

her family can go camping after all. She puts it up all by herself and 

surprises her parents and Jaylen. 

In conclusion, Kim is determined to make something that was a day 

gone wrong a day of fun and she succeeded! 
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Conventions: 2 

The writer demonstrates a consistent command of conventions. Sentence construction is 
varied (“Kim thinks about everything she wouldn’t get to do and gets an idea”; “She asks 
her dad, who was still outside, if he can get the new tent and some flashlights out of the 
back of the car”). Minor errors in punctuation (“she is thinking in, paragraph 4”) and 
capitalization are present (“would still be fun. she sets up the tent . . .”); however, spelling 
is correct throughout the response. Although there are a few errors, those errors do not 
impact the clarity of the writing. 

Response 2 

 

  

E, ery main ,character needs o be determined o find a r,esolmion to the 

confli t their fac"na. Kim 10 ·s d t' rminati01 orandl •. "Th · Campina 

"Tip'" b adapting o he bad 1e, 'S she .re ives. To proYe n y poin here 

is n} e"\ idence. 

In th b ginina of th sto1 , Kim and h r b othe · a.r, pump d to ao on th 

camping kip the · planned ,6 mo 1tl s ago. The pack thi 0 s ] "ke sto ·ies, 

car s colo itr g books puzz],es an a fil-st aid ki.. Bu in paragra h 8 b d 
news hits Kun like a wreaking: ball. I turns out th.a due · o bad weather. 
Kin cant 0 o to he campilng trip. B lt e n though s.he is 1pset and her 

parents ti to on ·ince her o jt st ·at ha mo ·ie, she glances a the good 

side and dapts o the ch ··· 0 e. tead of-11 ·aching an o 'e K.ir 11gured 
she could s i 1 ha e her c mping trip in hero i'n back"} rd. So ,vi h 

det mi.n tion. she s ts 1 p her re t in he· bade. ard and ithin a fi · v 

minutes. the campin° rip had been sa ·ed. And that is hm--Kim sho-- ed 

dete minat"on · 1 "The amping 11 T·'p 1 ". 

I Kim didn't shm'i· that huge perfomance of determina , ion. then she 

·ouldn't have b e able to go on er campi g r·p at am It just goes to 

show 1 t dete ulina ion au et rou through an 1hing. e ·en a can el ed 

camp ig np. 
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Organization and Development of Ideas: 3 

The writer of this response presents the clear central idea that “Kim shows determination 
grandly . . . by adapting to the bad news she recives.” An effective introduction (“Every 
main character needs to be determined to find a resolution to the conflict their facing”) and 
conclusion (“If Kim didn’t show that huge perfomance of determination, then she wouldn’t 
have been able to go on her camping trip at all”) are evident. The organization effectively 
supports the development of the idea using appropriate transitions (“In the begining,” “But 
in paragraph 8,” “But even though,” “So with,” “then she”) to aid with organization. The 
writer provides relevant paraphrased evidence (“But in paragraph 8 . . .”; “So with 
determination . . . the camping trip had been saved!”). The expression of ideas is clear and 
effective and word choice enhances the response (“resolution to the conflict,” “grandly,” 
“adapting,” “pumped,” “wreaking ball,” “glances,” “huge perfomance”). Overall, this 
response reflects a thorough understanding of the writing purpose. 

Conventions: 2 

The writer demonstrates a consistent command of grade-level-appropriate conventions. 
Minor errors in grammar (“conflict their facing”) and spelling (“recives”) do not impact the 
clarity of the writing. 
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Grade 5 Writing Short Constructed Response 

Passage: “Owning Up” 

Original Paragraph: 

(32) She listened and then a hug for me.  (33) She said, “Crista, everyone makes mistakes.  
(34) The important thing is to be honest about them.  (35) And it always feels better to do 
it right away!” 

Prompt 

Sentence 32 needs to be revised. In the box provided, write this sentence in a clear and 
effective way. 

Item-Specific Rubric 

Score: 1 

The response is a complete sentence that expresses the ideas in a clear and effective way. 

Score: 0 

The response is not a complete sentence or does not express the ideas in a clear and 
effective way. 
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Sample Student Responses 

Score Point 0 

Response 1 

 

This response does not express the ideas in a clear and effective way. The writer revised the 
end of the sentence to show that Ms. Kessler hugs Crista (“then hugged me”). However, the 
revision related to “listened” changes the meaning of the sentence by altering it to “She 
listened for me.” Because the writer changes the meaning, this response receives no credit.   

Response 2 

 

This response does not express the ideas in a clear and effective way. The revision left out a 
key idea (“She listened”) from sentence 32. All ideas from the original sentence need to be 
included in the response for full credit.   

Response 3 

 

This response does not express the ideas in a clear and effective way. The writer does not 
revise sentence 32. Instead, a summary of several sentences is provided. 

Response 4 

 

This response does not express the ideas in a clear and effective way. The writer revised the 
incorrect sentence 33, instead of the correct sentence 32. Because the response did not 
satisfy the prompt as a sufficient revision of sentence 32, it receives no credit.  

  

She liste ~- · .. t-. - h er d .!LU.I! m.e u J.C: n ug0 e . me_ 

When I told he · \\ hat I have done she looked at me and give me a big hug. 

I told her everitbing and she listend and then huged me for telling 1the 

true. 

Ms.Kcessler said everybody rn, kes rnis akes 
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Score Point 1 

Response 1 

 

This response is a complete sentence that expresses the ideas clearly and effectively. The 
unclear phrase in sentence 32, “then a hug for me” is sufficiently revised in the response 
(“then gave me a hug”). 

Response 2 

 

This response is a complete sentence that expresses the ideas in a clear and effective way. 
The writer sufficiently revises the end of the sentence (“gave me a hug”). Also, the phrase 
“to what i had to say” is added to “she listened” without changing the meaning from the 
original sentence. The lack of beginning capitalization (“she”) and the extra space before the 
ending period (“hug .”) are acceptable introduced errors that do not affect the score. 

Response 3 

 

This response is a complete sentence that expresses the ideas clearly and effectively. The 
writer sufficiently revises the phrase in sentence 32 (“then a hug for me”) to “then hugged 
me.” The lack of beginning capitalization (“she”) is an acceptable error and does not affect 
the score. 

Response 4 

 

This response is a complete sentence that expresses the ideas in a clear and effective way. 
The writer sufficiently revises the end of the sentence (“she hugged me”) and changes “she” 
to “Ms.Kessler.” In addition, the word “While” is added to the beginning of the sentence to 
join the two clauses in this response. These are acceptable approaches to the revision of the 
original sentence. The lack of a comma after (“While Ms.Kessler listened to me talk”) is an 
acceptable error and does not detract from the score. 

 

She listened and then ga e me a hug 

she listened o ·what i had to say a d rra ·e ine a hug . 

she listened and then hugged me. 

WhHe Ms.Kessler lis ened to .me talk sbe hugged ne. 
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